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ABOUT THE SITE
I've organized the site to accommodate three primary uses: as an analytical tool to track expenses; a
comparative guide to suggest less expensive regional options; and an example of a portal which could
be developed to connect government travelers with the resources and information they need to find
inexpensive and reliable travel arrangements.

THE HOMEPAGE
I wanted to keep the initial page fairly simple and let the user choose the focus rather than distract them
with too many options and unnecessary information. The only exception being the information along
the bottom which are problem areas where a lot of money is being spent, or high traffic routes where
greater attention could provide the most potential return.

FLIGHT PAGES
The data is presented by searching for a
specific flight route. With little effort, the
site could be expanded to included
overview pages for individual airports (not
JFK >> LAX, but simply JFK), with local
expenses and other options being
provided, but I didn't see this as being the
most immediately useful at first.
The chart at the top tracks ticket prices so
you can see any patterns in seasonal
pricing.
The columns below that juxtapose past
flights with potential future flights.
Existing data is presented first as text with
clear red and green markers to give an
instant impression of where money is
spent and saved. These were written to
be faster for users to understand than
tracking data in a table, although that is
also provided lower on the page.
All of the text changes automatically
based on the results of the search and will
continue to offer suggestions and
comparisons as new data is entered into
the database.

NEARBY AIRPORTS
A feature that I think is particularly helpful
is the search of nearby airports. The site
will search all of the airports within 30
miles of both your origin and destination
and offer the cheapest combination.

In the statistics box below, these flight combinations are ordered according to price and listed for the
user to compare. Clicking on any of the routes will take you to the page for that flight.

STATISTICS
The statistics section organizes the most commonly needed data – totals, averages, high and low outliers
– into a few simple tables, but gives the option to see all of the data at the bottom.

LOCAL EXPENSES
The maps are drawn by finding the closest FedRooms hotels to any given city center. Clicking on any of
them will reveal the telephone number for reservations. The list on the right is randomized to offer
additional options for travelers and make it easier to choose one of these less expensive options that
finding their own hotel online.
Similar to the flight routes, these local pages search past hotel reservation data in nearby cities to
compare the average regional price. This allows for the option of staying outside of the city center where
it is typically more expensive, especially if the work being addressed is in one of the surrounding towns.

ADMIN INTERFACE
Django comes with an admin panel making it easy to
add new records or change existing ones.

FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
If the spreadsheets provided by the GSA for this challenge are representative of the state of existing GSA
travel data, then the most help that programmers could offer is in data collection. There are a few fields that
could be added to assist in tracking users and identifying how more money could be saved, but if that data is
collected as these were, then they will just add to the problem.
The challenge asked us to make a tool that would be easy to update, even for those who don't have any
programming experience. The site I created allows for easy import of CSV files, but uploading these files
would then render the data tools useless. It would for any site. Cities are spelled any number of ways, hotel
names might exist or could be addresses or phone numbers, many fields aren't filled out, some people checked
out of hotels before checking in, or dropped off cars before they took them, and a few apparently rented cars
for over a year for just pennies a day. Almost all of these are simple mistakes, some might be due to deals
arranged by a travel agent or through some sort of program, but together they make it difficult for an
automated process to aggregate the data into any sort of meaningful results.
This must cause numerous problems for the GSA and a lot of human effort to either clean the data or limit the
ability of bad data to alter the results.
Ideally, I think the GSA could use a site for data analysis that also worked as a portal for flight, hotel and car
reservations. This isn't anywhere near as difficult as it sounds and would not require the GSA to handle the
actual transactions, but it would encourage more people to consider the money being spent and choose from a
list of less expensive options.
Most large search providers, like Priceline, Kayak, Orbitz and Expedia, all offer APIs that would allow the GSA
to create a site for users to book FedRooms, or use a meta-search engine like Kayak to find the absolute
cheapest available flight.
Placing all of these options next to a comparative summary of how much should be spent on that flight will
instantly let people know if they are spending too much.
From the perspective of data analysis, a reservation portal could process most of the data, so city names would
be standardized, dates and totals correct, and the proper fields entered all without bothering the user to fill
out another series of forms.
From a technical angle, a portal like this wouldn't be a difficult project, but I assume there are a large number
of things that might prevent this on the government side. Given that, the forms used to collect data could
also be rewritten to fill out as much of a form as possible with autocompletes, dropdowns, required fields or
other methods of standardization. I don't know how these are currently done so it is difficult to make
recommendations, but generally they should rely as little as possible on user input.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
The site is written in Python using Django as a framework, MySQL for the database, NVD3 for charts,
Google Maps on the local pages, and JQuery for the autocomplete on the search and the blue
navigation bars on the interior pages. Except for the Google maps, the site has all been written using
open source technology and is incredibly flexible.
The main body of code that crunches through the math could be pulled into any Python project with just
a little tweaking, or could be ported fairly easily into another language and framework.
Despite the considerable amount of data being processed and the relatively large number of overall
records (the DoT averages number almost a million), I've avoided bottlenecks by limiting database
access, putting resource intensive processes into maintenance scripts so the data is there when
needed, and letting Python do the math rather than the database. The current host is just a low tier EC2
but is still quite fast. On a normal server, speed would not be an issue at all.
I've released it under a GPL v3 license and it is available on Github: github.com/greggparrish/gsa

